ZULKIFLI LEE

Zulkifli Lee (b.1978, Raub, Pahang, Malaysia) is a multidisciplinary artist working in the mediums of
painting, sculpture, print, and installation. Lee graduated from Universiti Teknologi MARA with a
Bachelor in Art and Design (Fine Art) and Master in Fine Art and Technology, receiving the Master’s
Excellence Award in 2013.
Lee’s practice explores the dynamic between personalized and impersonalized forms, using the
language of materials. His works are often made from natural, organic mediums, such as soils, sand, and
corrosion patina, juxtaposing the beauty of the relationship and paradox between humans and nature.
Bridging Islamic aesthetic philosophies with contemporary principles and execution, Lee references
traditional Islamic and Malay folk art to create minimal yet intricate compositions. His motifs usually
involve systematic and rhythmic geometric patterns, but rather than striving for total control, he
embraces the element of chance in the medium itself. Playing into the phenomenological aspect of the
materials’ naturally occurring properties, Lee shares part of the image-making process with nature itself.
Since 1999, Lee has exhibited extensively in galleries and institutions in the region. As Rimbun Dahan’s
Yearlong Resident Artist for 2017, he presented works inspired from the natural and built environments
surrounding the private arts facility in his first solo exhibition Material, Order & Chance (2017). His recent
selected group exhibitions include S.E.A New Generation (2019) Tang Contemporary, Bangkok,
Thailand, Frictional (2018), Pearl Lam Galleries, Singapore, Lingering Manifestations (2018), Pearl Lam
Galleries, Singapore; Bintang 5 (2018), Segaris Art Centre, Kuala Lumpur; Locals Only (2018), Taksu
Gallery, Kuala Lumpur; The Unreal Deal (2017), Bank Negara Malaysia Museum and Art Gallery, Kuala
Lumpur; and Young Contemporary ’16 (2017), National Visual Arts Gallery, Kuala Lumpur.
Lee currently lives and works in Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia.

TRACE – Fades and Dissolves in Zulkifli Lee’s Artistic Practice
by Josef Ng
An investigator of visual and material perceptions, Malaysian artist Zulkifli Lee captivates with his gestural
orchestrations from assemblies of found, and recovered elements in the natural: soil, sand, limestone,
turmeric, to name a few. While firmly grounded in the materials and structural format of painting – canvas,
jute, stretcher bars, stencils, and palette knife – the artist constructs singular, non-figurative
paintings-objects. He values thingness, in this case, nature, over imagery; textural quality of solidity,
mass, volume, and patterns over pictures.
Artworks feature in this online presentation share basic rectangular/squarish dimensions and mainly
often muted, subdued tones, but each has its own highly distinct character and is rather unlike from each
other.
Over the past years, Lee has cultivated a formalistic idiom linking nature, space, and colour to the physics
and procedures of painting. Very much influenced by the Islamic aesthetic philosophy of Nazzariyah(1),
t he artist attempts to harmonize his artistic practice with a visceral approach to the mapping of the
natural, translated into visual imagery. The artist’s compelling and often abstract works are the result of
v arious complex procedures, combining minimalist rigour with the mellow atmospherics of a lived-in
quality that underscores the natural materials he uses.
Lee collects found minerals such as soil, limestone, stones and so on, and creates astonishing
constructions with these natural elements, presenting facets of his undeniable skill with finesse,
particularly in terms of the calculated and methodical way he handles his materials by engaging with their
physical and phenomenological properties. From grinding and sifting through to stencilling and layering,
Lee produces geometric motifs that are repeatedly applied across the highly-textured surfaces of his
works. The repetition implies an infinite continuation and becomes points of symmetrical illumination.
To the potential meaning of form manifesting cultural and personal implications, the raw enigma of
abstracted surfaces and what they communicated have also long been of interest to the artist. His
emphasis is not only on rationality but also on elements of chance that occur during production and the
interpretations his artworks induce, prompting one to seek and see mystery in the familiar.
In Pola Pecah, the piece comprises of repetitive cross-marked patterns that is not connected to each
other, leaving scattered parts of the visual constructions blank flat and seemingly in disarray, creating
negative spaces in shaping. How do these repeated shapes disappear and appear according to our point
of view? What is the shift between the reality and the illusion of the contents and of the materialized
conditions? To the artist, leaving something ‘unfinished’ or ‘incomplete’ in appearance accentuates upon
the play of imagination.
Evoking a sense in familiarity and of place, Kait, is created from soils gathered from only one specific site,
regardless of their natural properties. The resulting composition gives off the contrast of hues and
textures derived and combined from the different types of soiled elements found and utilized. Across the
painted surface, the unity of commonality and differences in relations despite varying specimens are
symbolic of power that elicits one sense of belonging.
The intentionally unstretched rawness of Garisnusa 1, seems to revel in the ambiguity between image
making and object making. With a highly uniformed surface appearance, the result was derived from the
artist obtaining the soil material purchased from an industrial store instead of a natural environment Lee
usually scouts in. That is why the surface composition almost has no variation of tones compared to other
works made from found natural soil. According to the artist, relating how industrial intervention can
change the character of material or object, the idea of uniformity as perfection in mass production
industry further highlights the tensions in the relationship between human and nature.

Lee emphasizes the perception one has, or believes to have, of reality. And his virtuoso working of natural
materials elaborates its opacity, its reality and its textures. Always erudite, his works merge sensory
intuition and optical processes, revealing the narrative of materials used along with the corporeality of
nature.
The reduction of visual forces at play in any given work amplifies their effect and contributes to the breath
of allusion several of the paintings convey, existing as poetic manifestations, one in particular having the
vibrant colourized surface appearance, encountered in Arah. The painting is a layered combination of
two different type of materials the artist normally uses: soil and limestones. With differing elements to
create two opposing space of background juxtaposing with the foreground, the work examines
relationship of harmony in contradictory opposites.
Lee has also been working on a series of works whose generative surfaces were either burnt, rippled or
folded, exemplified by Mashrabiya. Created with 2 layers of canvases, the work represents a strong
undercurrent of idiosyncratic, process-based abstraction that somehow remains open-eyed and current.
Teeming with wit and mystery, the artist process revolves around the borrowing of nature in acted means,
in this case, fire to burn parts of the canvas, leaving holes on it. Lee balances contained and carefully
orchestrated regions of apparent visual tension – panels burnt and tapered off, with dangled pieces stop
short of falling off.
As one views all the mentioned works in distant and form, zooming into its closeness, all sort of
immediacies emerge – your place in the site, your place in reference to the world, your awareness of the
elegance and labour of creating something from mere dirt. Or in this case, surrounding environment of
nature.
The world is enough, the artist seems to be saying, if we would only include it in our thoughts.
Making the experiential journey from two-dimensional works to sculptures, Lee delves deeper into the
interconnectedness between nature and its metaphysical conditions. By conjoining modular structures
made of wood and steel respectively, the artist makes use of lattices via the criss-crossing diagonals of
repeating vertical and horizontal bands matched together as both the structure and stable form of his
sculptural works. Serving as metaphors for the by-products of nature, the works address how the
materials are opposites of one another with wood being a product of nature, whereas steel is an industrial
product alloyed from the natural elements of iron and carbon.
Lee has also sought to make his sculptures interactive, as visitors are invited to stack and reconfigure
allocated pieces from the artworks. This site of encounter can perhaps be understood as an instinctual
reaction between the personal and the public, emphasizing on the utility of sculpture in a public space.
In bringing participatory into the sculptures, their presence is instantly amplified, fully noticed and active
in the experience.
The artist’s ability to keep a variety of media in concordance with his thought processes in relation to
nature is remarkably consistent. All in all, Lee possesses a rigorous dedication to materiality played out
with measured output and flair across the disciplined of his mixed-media paintings and sculptural works.
________________________________
(1) The Nazzariyah philosophy comprises of four main parts, called Tabiat, Riyaziyyah, Insaniyyah and
Illahiyyah. Tabiat can briefly be explained as the beauty of nature that exists outside the control of
humans. Riyaziyyah discusses the beauty in geometric forms and numbers. Insanniyah talks about the
beauty of humans and Illahiyah is about the beauty of God, the one that created it all.

ARTWORKS

Kait (Relate), 2020
soil on jute
173 x 173 cm
USD 10,000
After my return from a residency at ACME Studio Associate Artist Residency in London in 2019, I was
interested in exploring the concept of materials (soils) in relation to a sense of place. I wanted to make
a work using materials that are connected to the spaces they belong to. This painting was made using
soils I gathered at one place, without caring too much about what colour or type of soils they are. They
are just something that is connected by the place they belong. When the painting was done, the
contrast between the small space of the painting surface in comparison to the bigger space where I
found the soils from, became more apparent. The contrast and difference of colours are just a creation
of chance of the different types of soils found in the place. The contrast gives you something to
compare but the uniformity of the pattern designs give you something to connect and unify.
I think that relationship is power, that gives you a sense of belonging.
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Arah (Direction), 2020
soil and limestone on jute
140 x 110 cm
USD 5,000
Two opposing matters create asynchronicity, while two repetitions create synchronicity. This painting is
a combination of two different types of materials that I normally use: soils and limestones. I gather two
types of different soils and two types of different limestones. I use the soils to create two opposing
spaces of background: top and bottom, while the limestones are made into two opposing diagonal
lines on the foreground. The juxtaposition examines the relationship of harmony of contradictory
opposites. The contrasts are reminders of the reality of our nature, and to erase them would be to
ignore the complexities of life. I want to celebrate the opposite,
acknowledge the difference and learn to find beauty in it.
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Pola Pecah (Broken Patterns), 2020
soil on jute
73 x 73 cm
USD 2,000
Pola Pecah consists of repetitive patterns that are not connected to each other. Some parts are left
empty, creating a negative space of shape. I deliberately leave something unfinished or incomplete to
give room for imagination. I like to play with the tensions and relationships between negative and
positive spaces in the image making process. The opposite elements are not always something that
overwhelms others, but instead, they are often something that makes the others.
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Garisnusa I (Nation’s lines/boundaries), 2019
soil and sand on unstretched canvas
109 x 100 cm
USD 3,000
Garisnusa 1 was created during my residency in London in 2019. The canvas is intentionally
unstretched, rolled and folded. In this work, I want to talk about the ambiguity between the image
making and object making. The soils/sand I used as pigments in this work, were bought from a
hardware shop, they were not gathered from the natural environment as I normally get them from,
hence, they become both natural and industrial materials at the same time. Consequently, the colour
of the soils almost has no tone variations compared to works that are made from found natural soils.
This shows how industrial interventions can change the character of materials or objects. The idea of
uniformity as a perfection in the mass production industry further highlights the tension relationship
between human and nature. In this state, both the natural and industrial conditions are non absolute.
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Build, 2016
corrosion patina on canvas and stainless steel
156 x 148 cm
USD 6,000
Build is made out of corrosion patina/iron oxide, encased in a structure of stainless steel, which is ironic
materials made to deter the forming of corrosion. The work explores the concept of transformations
and deformations. Corrosion happens when the iron metal is deformed and transformed into iron
oxide. Playing into the phenomenological aspect of the materials’ natural occurring properties, I share
the part of the image-making process with nature itself. It is like an equilibrium of destruction and
renewal. In order to create, build or transform something, we have to deform or destroy something else.
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Mashrabiya (Window Screen)
2020
soil and limestone on jute
200 x 170 cm
USD 11,500
In this work, I am looking at the attitude of how an artist confronts and explores realities through art.
Materiality exists in physical and nonphysical forms. Some are visible and others are not. In the art
making process, other than the artist, the work is also bound by the force of nature. Mashrabiya consists
of 2 layers of canvases. The front canvas is covered with black and grey limestones burned by fire,
leaving a number of holes on it. Fire is a form of energy that exists in nature. The holes reveal the bright
yellow canvas underneath that is painted by turmeric. Turmeric gives the painting an odor to it, giving
it a presence of a non-tactile materiality, while the dangling canvas emphasizing the presence of a
gravity force. This painting is a good example of my continuing interest in exploring the physical and
nonphysical aspects of my works, and how human creation is always bound by nature and its limits.
*Mashrabiya is a screen that is used to cover the window for privacy, to hide and limit views
from the outside, and normally found in Islamic architectures.
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